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JAPAN AMBASSADOR VISITS CFTDI

N APRIL 16, 2014, the Ambassador of Japan, His
Excellency Mr. Yoshimasa Tezuka, accompanied
by his wife, and Political Advisor/Researcher,

Ms. Mika Yasuma paid a visit to the Institute’s Training
Facility at First Avenue South, Chaguaramas.

 Through a Technical Cooperation Program between the
Government of Trinidad & Tobago and the Government of
Japan which was executed by the Japan International
Cooperation Agency, the Institute has over the years
benefited from significant inputs to its operations ranging
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The recent visit to the Institute by His
Excellency, Mr Yoshimasa Tezuka,
Ambassador of Japan, is recognition of the

excellent work that the Institute has been doing over the
years in providing fisheries and maritime training to
nationals and CARICOM citizens.
 In February, we collaborated with the US  Department
of Commerce —Seafood Inspection Program in the
conduct of a Seafood HACCP Workshop for staff of
local processing plants and in July we will be working

with the J ICA/CARIFICO project to conduct a
programme in Outboard Engine Maintenance and
Repairs for fishers from Antigua and Barbuda,
Dominica, Grenada, St. Kitts and St. Vincent and the
Grenadines. This programme will take place at the
Institute in Chaguaramas.
 In May, at the Samuel Jackman Prescod Polytechnic
in Barbados, we conducted Basic Training for students
of the Polytechnic’s Maritime Operations and employees
of the Port Authority in Barbados. These programmes
were in addition to our scheduled courses for the first
semester of 2014. So we continue to meet our mandate
to provide training locally and for the CARICOM area.
 After some considerable anxiety about the possibility
of having to relocate our operations, the matter has been
resolved and we continue to operate from Chaguaramas.
The Institute has been realigned to the Ministry of Land
and Marine Resources (previously, the line Ministry was
Ministry of Food Production) to make for more effective
functionality.
 You, our valued stakeholders can be assured that we
will continue to offer the same internationally accepted
and accredited training for which we are known. Thank
you for the support you have given to us over the years.



from technology transfers to the provision of a fishing
vessel and fishing gear and equipment which have greatly
strengthened the training capacity of the Institute.
 His  Excellency  was  pleased  to  note  that  all  of  the
equipment provided was in active use not only for the

training of nationals but also fishers in other CARICOM
countries.
 Ms. Maureen James of the Fish Processing Unit prepared
some delectable Japanese dishes which were well
appreciated by the guests.▄

JAPAN AMBASSADOR VISITS CFTDI
(CONTINUED)…
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Our honored guests enjoy a delicious fish dish .

Touring the Fish Processing Unit

Ms. Muriel Quamina (far right)
discusses fish processing
procedures with the team.
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CFTDI
PREPARES
LOCAL FISH
PROCESSORS
TO CAPTURE
EXPORT
MARKET

EARLIER THIS YEAR, THE
Caribbean Fisheries
Training and Development

Institute in collaboration with the
US  Department of Commerce
(USDC)—Seafood Inspection
Program conducted a Seafood
HACCP  training course for
processors in the local industry.
 The course included the USDC
Seafood HACCP  Workshop and
final examination, a sanitation
workshop on the eight key
sanitation areas that correspond to
the US FDA current Good
Manufacturing Practices and a
one-day session on in-plant
auditing principles.
 The objective of the training
was to equip processors with

knowledge and skills for
managing a quality system for
their fish processing plants that
would meet the requirements of
the export market.
 Processors  from  Tropical
Marine, Silver Hook Exports Co.
Ltd, Fish Processing Company of
Tobago, Land Sea and Ice Ltd,
Trinidad Seafoods, Dockside
Seafoods Company and the
Division of Agriculture and
Marine Affairs, THA  were
presented with their certificates on
June 3, 2014.
 Facilitators were Ms. Muriel
Quamina of CFTDI  and Ms.
Abigail Villalba, Food Safety Spe-
cialist of Virginia Tech Seafood.▄

Participants are all smiles on completing the course. Seen here with
Facilitators, Ms. Muriel Quamina (standing, left), Principal, Ms. Tullia
Ible (standing, fourth from left) and Ms. Abigail Villalba (standing, right)
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Course Facilitator, Ms. Abigail Villalba, Food
Safety Specialist (Virginia Tech Seafood)

Course Facilitator, Ms. Muriel Quamina (CFTD I )



T&T CONSUMERS AND FOOD-
FISH FARMERS CAPITALIZE

ON TILAPIA CULTIVATION
ACCORDING TO THE NATIONAL

FOOD PRODUCTION ACTION PLAN
2012–2015, aquaculture production has
been on a steady increase in the
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago over
the past five years, from 90 tonnes in
2012/2013, to a projected 270 tonnes in

2014/2015. This can be attributed to the
type of fish chosen for aquaculture
(Tilapia spp.).

Tilapia can survive in tropical and sub-
tropical climates (Mjoun, Rosentrater and

Brown 2010); they are disease-resistant and
are able to tolerate poor water quality

(Fitzsimmons, 2007). The fish is low priced
with a high nutritional value. It is a rich
source of protein, phosphorous, selenium,
niacin, fluorine and iodine (Arannilewa et al.
2005). These are some of the attributes that
make tilapia favourable for aquaculture.
 There were over 1000 foodfish farmers
registered with the Ministry of Agriculture
but only 562 were active farmers (Manwaring
and Romano 1990). Today, the number of
active food-fish farmers is thought to be even
less than 100 (Ramnarine, 2014).

 Nevertheless, of recent, foodfish farmers
have been on the road to a steady increase.
Mr. Harnarine Lalla (pers. comm.), Fisheries
Officer at the Ministry of Food Production,
Land and Marine Resources, Republic of
Trinidad and Tobago, stated that, in 2011,
tilapia production approximated 3500kgs.
Mr. Mark Webster, a private farmer,
harvested 1,504 Nile tilapia (Oreochromis
niloticus) between the period 29th October
2011–2012, at a weight of 946.41kg (average
weight of 0.627kg) (Swarath 2013).
 With the increasing consumption of tilapia,
novel ideas of utilization are born. Basic
cooking concepts such as grilling, braising,
frying, baking, poaching are integrated in
producing tilapia-based dishes. For example,
fish wraps (grilled), fish and green banana
salad (hot smoked tilapia) and crispy tilapia
(deep-fried) are just some of the myriad
recipes that can be made using tilapia.
 Be on the lookout for CFTDI’s launch of
training courses in preservation methods for
tilapia (salting, smoking, drying) and fish
cookery methods.▄

TILAPIA  PRODUCTION IN  TRINIDAD AND  TOBAGO (1996 – 2010) Ramnarine and Barrath, 2014
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Miss Alison Morris is
the new On the Job
Trainee at Caribbean

Fisheries Technical Institute.  She
will be working with the Tech-
nical staff in maintaining and
expanding the Institute’s
Technological infrastructure.
  Alison brings two years of
experience and holds quali-
fications from Cisco and the
Computer Technology Industry
Association in Technical Support
and Networking. Currently she is
pursuing her Bachelor’s degree at
the University of Trinidad and
Tobago in Network and Com-
munication Engineering.  She
looks forward to working with
and learning from the Caribbean
Fisheries Team.

Mr. Wendell Martinez is the
new Engineer in the Marine
Engineering Department.

Mr. Martinez’s core responsibilities
include maintenance of all engineering
plant, equipment and vessels, and the
development and coordination of the
curriculum and training programmes of
the Marine Engineering Department.
 Mr. Martinez intends to develop and
implement systems that can ensure safe
and reliable operation of the Marine
Engineering Department. He holds
qualification in both Mechanical and
Petroluem Engineering and possesses
skills in welding and fabricating.
 His health conscious lifestyle engages
him in activities such as strength training,
kayaking and mountain bike riding.
Balancing his life, his spiritual connection
leads him to church on most weekends.
Mr. Martinez is happy to be part of the
team at Caribbean Fisheries Training and
Development Institute.M
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FARMERS APPRECIATION COCKTAIL HOSTED BY THE
HONORABLE MINISTER SENATOR DEVANT MAHARAJ

THE MINISTRY OF FOOD PRODUCTION
hosted its Farmers Appreciation Cocktail
on Sunday 12th January, 2014 at Couva

Chamber of Commerce, as a tribute to our nation's
hard working farmers. It was also an occasion to
honour three special persons Mrs. Lorraine
Waldropt-Ferguson for Outstanding Woman in
Agriculture, Mr. Benedict Peter Noreiga for his 27
plus years in Agriculture and also Mr. Kelly Badal
for his 30 plus years. They were awarded the
Outstanding Service in Agriculture Award.
 The composition of the team that attended the
event was Afesha Caterson (lead), Emile Jobity
(technical support) and Ralph Ali (transport and
support). The team hosted and managed the booth
and proudly represented CFTDI . Some of the
materials that could have been found at CFTDI
booth are course brochures, training schedules,
course requirements, our quarterly newsletters
and notepads.
 There were  other  booths  as well  at  the  event
such as Agriculture Development Bank, Sugarcane
Feed Centre, Cocoa and Coffee Board, Land
Administration, Praedial Larceny Squad, Agri
Now and Engineering that were well prepared with
their presentations. However, CFTDI’s booth
stole the show with our attractive video presentation
and our mini boat named the “Calypso Girl”. Our
Hon. Minister Senator Devant Maharaj was also
happy to come visit us and we enjoyed his
company as well.▄

Emile Jobity and Afesha Caterson at the CFTD I  booth.

The “Calypso Girl” on display.

Visitors check out the CFTD I  booth.
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FARMERS APPRECIATION COCKTAIL HOSTED BY THE
HONORABLE MINISTER SENATOR DEVANT MAHARAJ

Minister Maharaj shares a hug with Afesha Caterson.

Ralph Ali chats with a guest.

Emile Jobity and Afesha Caterson at the CFTD I  booth.

The “Calypso Girl” on display.
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ARCUS GORING ,
Facilities Manager for
the past decade at

CFTDI specializes in “Soft”
Facilities Management. This
includes:
▪ preventative maintenance

policy,
▪ procedure creation and

implementation,
▪ contract writing and

negotiations,
▪ vendor management,
▪ fleet management,
▪ space planning and

management,
▪ furniture, fixtures and

equipment (FFE) outfitting,
▪ project management,
▪ environmental and health

management,
▪ and staff and security

management.
 There are many definitions for
Facilities Management or
Maintenance (FM ) however,
Marcus’s take on the subject is
that, “Facilities Management is
ensuring the safe, comfortable and
effective operations of the organ-
ization’s infrastructure, facilities
and people, whilst having minimal
negative impact on all
stakeholders”.
 What does that really mean? In
the case of CFTDI  it means

creating policies and procedures for
preventative maintenance works
that include:
▪ scheduled air-conditioning

servicing,
▪ scheduled electrical power

supply maintenance,
▪ scheduled building and

general property maintenance,
▪ scheduled vehicle

maintenance,
▪ and scheduled infra structural

maintenance.
 The word “scheduled” has been
overused in that last paragraph, but
it is on purpose, to emphasize that
FM  done properly, works to a plan,
which helps manage cost over the
long term, but can be expensive in
the initial phase. Once a level of
operational stability and sustain-
ability is achieved, then scheduled
maintenance can be undertaken at
a more manageable recurring
expense.
 From  this  point  on  we  are
dealing with Sustainable Main-
tenance. This requires the critical
buy-in at the strategic level from
senior management, which must be
proven through financial (effects to
the bottom line) evidence. At the
tactical level, middle management
has to understand how this does or
does not affect their operations/
processes (education and

communication) and at the
operational level again, critical
buy-in as your operators must
understand their role and its effects
upon the organization, with regard
to adding value to the assigned
tasks (education, communication
and morale building).
 Marcus credits his strong FM
team—Mrs. Annemarie Bedeau,
Mr. Dennis Lutchman, Mr. Dereck
McPherson and his right hand man
Mr. Qunicy Phillip, for their
accomplishments at CFTDI .  He
believes that they have all proven
themselves worthy of accolades as
they continue to add value to the
Institute, and that their innovative
use of resources and the under-
standing of the role of their
contributions to the “big picture” of
achieving the Institute’s goals, has
made motivating and supervising
his team a very easy task. In his
words, they epitomize the state-
ment; “I define my job, my job
does not define me”. Credit must
also be given to Mr. Rooplal
Dowlat whose in-depth knowledge
of CFTDI’s infrastructure and
facilities has made the operation of
the FM  department more efficient
and effective.

M

▄

MARCUS GORING
SHARES HIS
INSIGHTS INTO
FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT
AT CFTDI



works completed by the FM department
Refurbishing of the CFTDI
Fire/Smoke house located at the T&T
Fire Services Training School
compound, Chaguaramas. This was as
joint effort between the Engineering
Department, with the expertise of
Mr. Dowlat, Mr. Garcia, and Mr. Sandy,
whose metal working skills guaran-
teed a successful refurbishing project;
and the FM  department; along with
Mr. Romel Mahabir of the CFTDI
Stores department, who also
contributed time and effort to the
success of this project.

Relocation of the Admin offices to the east building

Road and car park paving works at the Net Shed compound
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WE WERE INSPIRED BY
the stone statues or
“Inukshuks” of native

Canadian Indians, which were
built to  communicate messages to
each other and as such were used
as a form of stone markers or sign
posts to convey information, to
build our own symbolic landmark
for Caribbean Fisheries.
  Such a symbol would not only
represent a marker or sign post but
also inherent traits, such as leader-
ship, cooperation and human spirit.
 To build such as statue, each
stone though viewed as a separate
entity must be well chosen in
order for it to fill well together.
When mounted correctly it must
be ensured that proper balance is
maintained to allow the structure
to stay together and to serve the

purpose for which it was erected.
This means that proper selection
and positioning of the stones
would be key factors to be
considered in building the proper
foundation.
 When  mounted,  each  stone
must be able to support the others
that rested on it, as well as the
ones below it. In so doing, the
stones when properly placed
would therefore be able to achieve
strength through unity.
 The under pinning philosophy
of building such a stone sculpture
is the basic lesson that success is
greater when people work
together as a team rather than
individually. It also reminds us
that as social beings we are
dependant on each other.

 Also, if we are to achieve any
quality in our daily lives we must
learn how to work and play in
harmony with each other.
 December 13, 2013, at the close
of our training semester work
began on the construction of the
statue. The core team comprised
of Senior Vessel Engineer Mr.
Dowlat; Mr. Jester Garcia, Master
Tradesman; and Mr. Lennox
Sandy, Deck Hand Fisherman.
 The  actual  building  of  the
CFTDI  statue began in earnest in
the week of December 16. Many
of the stones had to be chiseled in
order to achieve the required
shapes. In the process we lost
some due to breakage from the
drilling and those had to be
replaced, others we found could

THE STORY OF “PETROS” By Joan Govwer de Chabert

Ms. Camilla Bharat helps the
hard-working team beat the
heat with some cool drinks.

CFTD I  Prinicpal, Ms. Tullia Ible
gets a first hand look at Petros.



not take the weight and had to be
repositioned elsewhere in the structure.
 At first the team thought that they
would build the statue and then re-
assemble it on its chosen base but we
soon had to abandon the idea when we
realized that if we did not have a solid
foundation, the statue would collapse
when we added the weight of the body.
 Choosing the spot to place the statue
was also a team decision, after many
suggested possible locations, the team
decided that anyone entering the
CFTDI compound must be able to see
the statue, particularly if they were
going unto the CFTDI’s jetty. Having
found a suitable spot, the team began
to cast the base, this meant that the
team was now forced to work in the
open area and the activity certainly
attracted the interest of other members
of staff.
 As the statue began to take shape,
more and more members volunteered
to help. Mr. Lutchman the Grounds
man, assisted mixing the cement and
helped the team to hoist the torso into
position.
 Throughout the assembling of the
stone statue, Mr. Dowlat became our

resident mannequin in that he often
would adopt the position needed to
secure proper representation of the
figure.
 The team worked continuously in
the hot mid day sun only pausing for a
cool drink, kindly supplied by Camilla
Bharat of the FPU .
 On the week of January 13, the
CFTDI statue was finally completed
and the team was now faced with the
decision on finding a suitable name for
it.  Some volunteered that he should be
called Neptune after the God of the
seas but when I saw the very fierce
countenance of Neptune I decided that
he looked too angry and therefore the
name Neptune was not chosen. Quite
by chance I asked a few members of
the staff who was the patron saint of

fishermen and they all said “Peter”.
The Greek work for Peter is Petros
which also means “Rock”. And so it
was decided that the CFTDI  landmark
would be called Petros.
 On January 15, the Principal was
invited to unveil the statue. The Boat
Crew, in order to made the unveiling a
memorable one, supplied the entire
staff with a glasses of non-alcoholic
wine and the entire class of the basic
Training programme of 2014 took a
group photo with the Principal and
Petros.
 “Petros” was donated by the staff of
the Net Shed to the Principal and staff
of CFTDI .  His presence at the Net
shed is a testimony to the creativity,
team spirit, and generosity of the
people who work at CFTDI .▄

Mrs. Joan Gower de Chabert (from left
in green shirt), Ms. Ible, the Boat Crew,
and the class of Basic Training 2014
strike a pose with Petros.
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HIS EXCELLENCY, A.N.R .  ROBINSON (DECEMBER 16 ,  1926–9 APRIL 2014) ;
THIRD PRESIDENT AND PRIME MINISTER OF TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

DANA SAROOP SEETAHAL,

SENIOR COUNCIL (JULY 8 ,

1955–MAY 4, 2014) FORMER

INDEPENDENT SENATOR IN

THE TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

SENATE; ATTORNEY AT LAW

IN PRIVATE PRACTICE. PAST

LECTURER AND COURSE

DIRECTOR IN CRIMINAL

PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

AT THE HUGH WOODING

LAW SCHOOL, TRINIDAD

AND TOBAGO.
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SAVE WHEN REFILLING AT THE
GAS STATION

The best time to refill the gas tank
of your vehicle is at nights, early
mornings or when it rains. The

cooling effect at these times causes the
reduction in temperature of the gasoline,
which is stored in underground storage
tanks for most gas stations. This causes
the gasoline to become denser. Therefore,
for each dollar spent, one would receive
more gasoline than if they were refilling
at another time.
 By adopting this practice, such savings
will be very minimal at the point of refill
due to the amount being bought, even if
refilling the tank from empty. However, if
the savings are added up over a period of
time, then the savings can be more than
minimal. “A little everyday adds up”.▄

By Wendell Martinez

 t is indeed with deep respect that we choose to
honor here this son and daughter of our soil. We feel
humbled by the achievements of  these two stalwarts.
 As a graduate of the University of Oxford, London,
Mr. Robinson not only held the two highest position of
office in the land, but was also the recipient of the Tobago’s
highest award—The Tobago Medal of Honor. He is
internationally recognized for his proposal that eventually
led to the founding of the International Criminal Court.
 Apart  from her stellar career  in  law and  justice, Ms.
Seetahal also authored over forty publications and a book
entitled Commonwealth Caribbean on Criminal Procedure,
the first of its kind to be published. She too was the
recipient of many awards and fellowships too many to be
acknowledged here.

 As  public  figures  they  faced  Herculean  tasks  and
challenges, but they marched on, steadfast in their endeavor
for a better nation for our people. To those who knew them
as father, husband, sister and daughter, friend and
colleague, their joyous contribution to this journey we call
life will be remembered and cherished for all times.
 To quote, Thomas Woodrow Wilson,  (twentyeighth
President of the United States) who said “You are not here
merely to make a living. You are here in order to enable the
world to live more amply, with greater vision, with a finer
spirit of hope and achievement. You are here to enrich the
world, and you impoverish yourself if you forget the
errand.” They did not forget, and for this, we are grateful.▄
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